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MODIFICATION OF TERM SENSE EMBEDDINGS  
REGARDING WORD-SENSE DISAMBIGUATION 
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Abstract

with respect to the subject domain of speechology (spoken language sciences). Special meanings  of terms are decomposed into a 

probability that the target term in a particular sentence is used with a special meaning. The proposed mechanism can be integrated into 

for calculating the probability that a term has a special meaning is derived on the assumption that event s has already occurred. As 
a perspective, it is necessary to empirically calculate the most optimal value of the "importance weight" as well as the threshold 
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1. Introduction. Speechology (spoken language 
sciences) is a multidisciplinary science of spoken lan

th century 
and which includes a set of convergent sciences which, 
together with spoken language, anatomy, physiology, 
psychology, cognition, physics, acoustics, mathemat
ics, sociology, medicine, and speech communication 
today are closely interconnected . This multidiscipli

seological usage of the terminology in this domain.
Today the scope and target of terminology

of activity concerned with the collection, description, 

belonging to specialized areas of usage of one or more 

which combines the double aim of generally collecting 

information, and sometimes even an advisory, service 

background of the people involved in this work, and to 
6.”

“A term

specialized dictionary or glossary is accompanied by 
a 
equation between the  and the . 
The  is . The  is 
composed of the genus proximum
concept in the notional system’s hierarchy) and the 

 (distinctive characteristics)”7.
As a rule, technical vocabulary is associated with 

terminology. But terminology is only one sector of 
the specialist’s wordstock, although it constitutes its 
core. Another sector is occupied by nomenclatures8, 
that is designations for physical objects or abstract en
tities in an ordered and homogeneous system, e.g. the 
Linnaean nomenclatures of botany and zoology, the 
medical nomenclatures of anatomy and physiology, 
the periodical system of chemical elements, etc. Still 
another sector of the specialist’s vocabulary is consti
tuted by professionalisms or jargon words. These are 

tools, materials, vehicles, or particular phases of the 
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 Meaning which denotes a term used in a certain subject 
domain (compared with common words).
 Potapova, 2010
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Terminology is connected with a number of ba
sic targets with terminography. This descriptive and 
normative branch of the language for special purpos-
es (LSP) research focuses attention on harmonizing 
and codifying terminological systems, and develops 
guidelines for term formation and for LSP glossaries 
and dictionaries. It also utilizes the systems of infor
mation storage and retrieval in data banks.

The speechology includes in a broad sense both the 
theory of speech as wave motion, how speech waves are 
produced and heard, how speech connects with neuro

ticulatory phonetics dealing with an inventory of speech 
10. The 

some basic vowel features, articulatory correlates of 
acoustic items, representation of verbal information in 
memory, rhythm of speech, speech pathology, etc. 

The speech communication has wide ranging as
pects, from a discussion of how humans produce and 

processing for diverse communication applications11. 
Speech communication as an interdisciplinary sub

munication (production, perception, analysis, cod
ing, synthesis, recognition, mathematics for speech 

analysis, etc.; speech production and acoustic param
eters; hearing, auditory psychophysics, speech stim
uli, perception of distorted speech; coding of speech 
signals, quantization, etc.; linear predictive coding, 

cation and recognition, etc.)12.

b) the theoretical categories, principles and rules 

thought suitable for this naming process.

– preciseness of speechology concepts and their 

terminology;
– indicators of a possible merger between object 

language and metalanguage in microstructure studies 

2. Motivation. One of the major problems in Natu
ral Language Processing is Word Sense Disambigua

processing. In order to solve these problems word 

ple, attempts are being made to integrate this approach 
into neural networks . The details of representation of 
words in a vector form are considered in works . 

Irrelevant results on the output of modern MT 

domain adaptation . One way of domain adaptation 

ogy dictionary16, which being combined will make it 
possible to achieve correctness when translating sci

ambiguous words, the main problem of determining 

icant words are not found often enough (due to their 

As a solution to this problem, the article proposes 

will increase the accuracy of determining the mean
ing of an ambiguous term. This mechanism can po

MT system. The proposed mechanism will make it 
possible to achieve more relevant results while using 

meaning of an ambiguous term17 in a sentence.

proposed approach was implemented in several stages. 

The processing of this corpus, vector space construc
tion, and normalization of the vectors in it were imple

words, numbers, and various punctuation marks, since 
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17 The article considers terms which have become ambiguous 
due to being borrowed from subject domains other than 
speechology or from common vocabulary. As a consequence, 
one of the meanings of the term is special (or belongs to the 
subject domain of speechology), any other is not.



forms for Russian. This list was supplemented with 
speechology terms taken from the corresponding dic
tionary18. Tokenization and normalization were carried 
out, stop words were removed. After that in the corpus 
there were found all the sentence, where special terms 
occurred. All the terms within such sentences were 

up the basis of a vector space. For decomposable word 
the total number of skipping bigrams, made up from 

sis, is computed. This number will be considered as a 
coordinate of the resulting vector with respect to the 
corresponding basis vector in space.

Further, it is proposed to modify the coordinates of 
the obtained vectors for special terms. If an ambigu
ous word is found together with a special term within 
the same sentence, it is most likely that the meaning 
of the target term will belong to the subject domain in 

by multiplying the coordinate of the vector (which 

gle cosine between the analyzed vector and the vector 

investigated vector in the constructed vector space.

ized according to formula (1).
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where Pi is a coordinate of normalized vector;
count(wi) is a coordinate of the entry vector;
i is an ordinal number of the basis vector in space.
The coordinate of the normalized vector can be 

wi oc

term Tn in case the meaning of the term Tn is special S.

word is, in fact, the probability that this word occurs 
Tn, if the mean

ing of Tn is S. Thus, using the methods of mathemati
cal statistic, the formula of conditional probability of 
term occurrence can be derived (2).

P P w T Si i n� �( | )                       2)
where S is a set of special terms,
Tn is an ambiguous term.
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for a posteriori probability, i.e. the probability that the 

meaning of the target term Tn is S
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where P(T Sn |wi) is the a posteriori probability 
that the meaning of the target term is S
word has already occurred.

P(S) is the general probability that a class of terms 
with special meaning will be present in the sample 
at all, regardless of test sentence. The probability of 
occurrence of class S is taken to be equal to 1 in the 

necessary to classify the input word as belonging to 
class S or to class S . Suppose there is an unknown 
sentence s. It is necessary to calculate the a posteriori 
probability for T Sn  (i.e. the probability that term 
Tn in the given sentence will take the S meaning if 

wi P T S sn( | ) .
Further, using the composite probability formula 

the probability P T S sn( | ) i ( | ) =  ( | ) ( | ) = = ( | ) ( ) 
    

P T S s wn i� �� �|  can be replaced by P T S wn i�� �|
, because wi  s, i.e. if event wi has already occurred, 
then s has also occurred, because the wi set is included 
in s, and the probability P(s) = 1.

Hence follows equation (6).( | ) =  ( | ) ( | )    6)

P T S sn �� �|  is the target probability which is to 
be calculated, i.e. the probability that the term in the 
sentence will have the meaning of speechology if 
event s has already occurred.

Then P T S wn i�� �|  can be replaced according to 

( | ) =  ( | ) ( )( ) ( | ) =
=   ( | ) ( | ) ( )( ) =   

 
7)

where 

ity that class S will be present at all and the probabil

P w T Si n| �� �  is conditional probabilities of con

P w si |� �  
occur in sentence s.

The following (8) holds for P w si |� � .18 Potapova, 2010

 ( | ) ( | ) 



 8)
For 

wi, i.e. this proba
bility is a constant, and hence the formula (9) can be 
derived.( | ) =     ( | ) ( | ) 9)

After that it is necessary to determine the val
 

P(wi
Considering the target probability being equal to 

according to formula (10).=  ( | ) ( | )             10)

threshold, a decision is made that the probability 
P T S sn �� �|  is high enough to classify the meaning 
of target term Tn as the one belonging to set S.

more accurate determination of meaning of an am
biguous term. This mechanism consists in modify
ing the coordinates of vector representation of term 

bility that a term has a special meaning is derived on 
the assumption that event s has already occurred. As 
a perspective, it is necessary to empirically calculate 
the most optimal value of the "importance weight" as 
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